
A. Length of Service

A1

I have no statistics but from where I'm at, it seems like an unbelievably large proportion of NSFs spend most of their second year idling. 

Makes me wonder if the SAF really needs NSFs to serve 2 full years of national service, or if this is just extremely poor management and, for the lack of a 
better word, laziness. Millions and millions of man hours, and the youth of Singaporeans are at stake here, yet intake after intake we see countless NSFs 
with nothing to do (or being made to do unnecessary work just to make the training schedule look packed for auditing purposes). 

If you ask me, the country is definitely squandering its most vital and valuable resource.

A2

Although the importance of NS had been emphasis thoroughly throughout my NS term, being there to experience it personally, I cant help but equate it to 
a excessive waste of time. 

True, military defense is important and the bonds create in NS is valuable, however the length of service is more then necessary, Every subsequent day 
after completing the vocational training had been a wait towards the completion of my service. 

A3 None. I shall elaborate on the above issues.

Length of service.
On a personal note, I've always felt that 1 year 10 months/ 2 years was a tad too long and would like it to be shorter. Nonetheless, I can understand the 
defence requirement for national service. Just a couple of days back, a TOC contributor wrote this article on reducing the service time. Here's some food 
for thought: http://theonlinecitizen.com/2011/10/is-one-year-national-service-possible/ 

Service benefits
It's unfair for NSFs to receive an allowance instead of a salary, given that many of them are carrying out tasks done by regulars as well. The examples are 
numerous: NSF Platoon Commander VS Regular Warrant Officer PC, Clerks doing the work of Staff Officers or Defence Executive Officers. At times the 
former outperforms their regular counterparts, yet they receive a lower financial payment. I personally feel insulted to see adults with lower 
qualifications being paid more than me.

Food
In comparison to the early years, standards have undoubtedly improved by leaps and bounds. However, the SAF should place greater emphasis on 
nutritional value besides just calculating the calories served for each meal. The removal of fried and processed food would boost the health and 
performance levels of soldiers. 

New citizens: the need to serve NS?
This issue has been raised and debated countless of times. Although the point of these people being too old to serve NS does have its merits, I suspect the 
government has not made it NS compulsory for adult new citizens due to the fear of losing foreign talent. If I'm an expatriate, the prospect of disrupting 
my career during my prime years would make me think twice and possibly not become Singaporean. However, these new citizens can perform 
compulsory community service instead. Singapore can take a leaf out of Germany's book and introduce this aspect into NS. It would have foster societal 
ties and reduce xenophobia. 
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Redundancy of roles
SAF has already attempted to eradicate this problem by determining the number of positions required for each role. However, the organization has failed 
to ensure individual units follow suit. There have been reported cases of units delaying the individuals posting to boost manpower strength in the short-
term. While a greater number of men does help to boost efficiency in completing required tasks and prevents one from being overtasked as workload is 
divided, this has also led to occasions where servicemen are slacking off instead. Perhaps the annual auditors should look into this issue. 

A4
2 years of NS is a waste of time.  European countries are already disbanding NS and some countries only require 1 year of NS.  Moreover, these 2 years 
only constitute to our brain degeneration as NS doesn't require us to think

A5
Yeah right foreigners turn citizen no need do ns f**k u

A6
There isnt a need for conscript army. Singaporean men are losing out in every ways, 

A7

I'm actually an Ord personnel(Ord-ed in Feb2011). Personally, NS has been an extremely enriching experience for me. However, i feel that the benefits 
given to the NSFs are not enough. Things like length of service and reservist liabilities should be look into. As a current university student, i'm appalled to 
see so many foreigners in the universities and in the workforce. This has severely demoralised my attitude towards serving the nation. I'm still proud to 
be a specialist and would serve when time comes but more efforts should be put in to reduce the disadvantage of being away from studies for nearly 3 
years. Many boys like me are currently feeling the same way. More efforts must be made by mindef and the government to negate this negative feeling 
towards serving the nation.

A8

Hi, I'm not a SAF NSF, I'm from SCDF but is doing this to help. Issues I feel that strongly needs to be amended:

- LENGTH of service. Two years is too much, we lose to the global stage since then till now.
- Allowances is hard to get by. It is meant to make us independent but certain things we still have to rely on our parents. Food per month is enough to take 
up nearly the whole pay from up to corporal rank.
- Redundant roles and responsibilities. Some regular work shouldn't be in the hands of NSF or things may go wrong because as NSF we don't know what 
to do, especially with contingency plans. Our nation trust the force with such materials, we cannot go about tampering with such materials.

A9

NS is a waste of 2 prime years of our lives. While I acknowledge that defence is greatly needed, any undeluded person who has done NS would know that 
we are mostly just there to be cheap labour (NDP, sai kang, guard duty). If time is allocated to just pure training of our individual vocations, this can be 
easliy done in 1 year.

A10

- Drop full time NS to 1 year
- Cut reservist to 5 years. The 10 year cycle is a joke. Total waste of time.
- Give NSFs proper pay of at least 1k - 1.8k At least something that's competitive and not allowance. 

A11 On length of service, while I personally believe that 2 years is perfectly reasonable, but it brings about an inevitable problem when NS-men return to the 
academic environment. While NSF can be expected to keep themselves current during their service term, this is difficult, if not impossible; especially so 
for personnel required to stay in. Perhaps there could be some compromise - a reduced full-time service (say, 1 year) with an added phase (before the 
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start of reservist) of training during school holidays. While I acknowledge much difficulty (and probably infeasibility) in such a system, I still believe it is 
worthwhile to look into finding a suitable compromise. 

The disparity between the allowance for a 'man' and commanders (specs and officers) is too large. While I agree that there must be some kind of 
difference, the gap between that of specialists and men is simply too big. We have to keep in mind that National Service is compulsory, not voluntary. That 
means people of all backgrounds will be put through this system. A clerk, being medically unfit for combat, receives significantly less allowance than a 
specialist in combat vocations. By all definitions, this can clearly be counted as discriminatory against medically unfit personnel. If NS were voluntary, it 
would be reasonable to assume that the clerk knows the disadvantages his medical conditions pose, prior to taking up that role. It would be unfair to him 
in a conscript system - those without a choice as to what role they take up in the SAF are likely to find it unfair and unjustifiable for their allowances to be 
much lower than those in combat vocations. Another thing to look into, with regards to allowance, is how commanders are chosen. While BMT serves as a 
'streaming' of sorts, is it fair to 'judge' a NSF based on his performance in that short duration? He might be performing poorly just because he's not used to 
the new environment. Once an NSF is sent to a unit as a 'man', there is little (almost no) chance for him to be promoted to a specialist. Again, this clearly 
cannot be fair, given that the allowance disparity between 'men' and commanders.

A12

The length of service is simply too long for a NSF, because of the 2 years NS. Sporeans male had to sacrifice being late for further studies, and also many 
other types of delay like gaining work experience and to save for enough money to have marriage and kids..the allowance given does not even keep on 
pace with the inflation in spore. LCP getting $390 allowance,.

A13

I am extremely upset that new citizens are not compelled to serve NS and we have to protect their sorry asses.
Same goes for PRs who keep finding ways and means for their sons not to serve NS even though they enjoy all the privileges of being PRs and their 
benefits are not much worse off than citizens.

A14

Abolition of NS is not feasible due to our geopolitical situation

Intead we should focus on improving efficiency & effectiveness as well as to reduce burdens. For both full-time & reservist term, people should always be 
encouraged to start and end early. 

In general, we should not have 26 year old NSFs. 

The length of service can be reduced further. eg All non-commissioned ranks can serve just 18 months. 

For the issue of commissioned/senior officers in SAF,SPF & SCDF, it is unlikely their term can be reduced from the current 24 months due to longer 
training, they should receive an "extra-term bonus" for the additional 6 months.

For reservist training, the max age liability for commissioned ranks should be reduced from 50 yrs old to 45 yrs old.

Having 47 year old reservist majors and colonels are of little practical use, Furthermore it is unfair to them as some have already been in reservist service 
for more than 20 yrs. 
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